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PREFACE

This book is for absolute beginners.
uct
It describe
mathematical models of the transmission
diseases. dynamics
It is a manual, not a text book.
n remember
It is written
at
for tho
least some high school algebra–but
nted. The
little else is
examples are all from the world
should
of veterinary
be
medic
no impediment
nterested
to any ireader.

The tone is informal and conversational,
Some have
the pace i
even called it “plodding”. Good.
ry students
Thirty years teac
how to construct and,
use importantly,
mathematical how
models
to of
infectious diseases to compare
ntrol
and contrast popu
programs have taught
e of a deliberative
me the valu
th lots
approach
of
wi
repetition. I make no apology.

My intention is to demystify,
as
stimulate
necessarily
and prosely
narrowed the focus of the book.any
It deals with only
modelling formats that exist
art.
but it is, at least, a p

I am grateful to my colleaguesorres
at PennVet
and
(Helen Ace
Mike Levy) and to those severaldeling
hundred students wh
electives and
interesting
wrote suchmodels.

Finally, if I say, that the last
f. Hans
people I want to t
Heesterbeek and Prof. Mick Roberts,
ze the I am sure they
allusion. Hans and Mick very graciously
f the
read an e
manuscript and, as always, put
rse,
me right
all the
on a few thi
mistakes are my own.

CHAPTER
1
MODEL
A
BUILDING

1.1 Introduction

In this chapter I shall describe
g a model.
the first
Please
few steps
have paper and pencil ready–I ith
expect
me. you
In to work thr
fact, that is something you should
successive
be prepared to d
chapters too.

But, first, a note on becoming
osefamiliar
not engaged
with the lit
in building models will argue that
built
a by
worthwhile mod
anyone who does not know the literature.
s not the
Well, yes…
only reason I routinely urge nd
would-be
inwardly
modelers to r
digest every bit of the relevant
fidence
literature.
in a
Unfor
model frequently has much more f
to
the
do with the char
modeler than of the model itself.
the relevant
If the modeler is
literature, confidence in the
o).
model
If you
will plummet (
want the model to be used, make sure
w theyour audience s
literature better than they do.

We model what we can count. We can
n count
a
the number
paddock, the number
layer
chickens
house, in
or
farms
a
the number of
containing infected animals.
ount
It makes
it, we
no differenc
can model the way
time.
it changes
This is
with
how we do it.

1.2 Draw a flow chart

Drawing a flow chart is the most
model.
important
Never stage in b
leave it out. Always begin with
tem
some
you kind
are of diagram
interested in. I am going to use
ng of
flow
boxes
charts (diagr
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and arrows) but anything will
sdo:
on aawhite
sketch, some scr
board, anything. Just make sure
r start
you always
with begin thi
the equations.

Let us use avian influenza asask
an example.
is are we The first q
interested in how
spreads
the infection
between
inbroilers
a single (say)
broiler house or would we be better
fection
off modeling th
spreads from one broiler house to another?

Suppose we answered that question
in how
by
the
saying we were
infection spreads between the
e. In
broilers
that case,
in a single
we might imagine being able tong
count
things:
one or more of t
the number of susceptible birds
r ofin
infected
the broiler hous
birds, the number of recovered
ied
birds
as the
or the number
result of the infection.
chart thatThe
represents
nfluenza
flow
in
avian
a
i
single broiler house consists
s we
of can
boxes that repre
imagine being able to count (Fig. 1-1).

S
I
R
Fig. 1-1 The beginnings of a basic flow chart consisting of three host states:
susceptible (S), infected (I) and recovered (R).

There are three boxes (“compartments”)
in Fig. 1- in the flow
1. The letter inside each box
represents
not only labels
the
the bo
number of birds in that state.
S in the
For
topmost
example,
box the let
tells us that this box represents
ere Sare
susceptible bir
susceptible birds in the broiler
l about
house.
the There is no
letters used in Fig. 1-1. I could
Q andjust
V to as easily hav
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denote each box.
hat
In
the
that
letters
case,
ld
w
represented
not have
wou
been so easy to remember and it would
ve
have been ne
provided you with some very careful
no rulesdefinitions,
about
bu
which letters must be used.
is custom
On the
and
other
practice–
hand, there
and modelers tend to use the same
st labels
for
over and o
convenience. I will stick with
can
custom
so you
and practice
can more easily make the transition
ry literature.
from this book t

The next thing to do is to decide
Thehow
birds
the
in
boxes are co
a broiler house are introduced
ereall
forat
about
the same time
seven weeks. This means we do not
ing
have
the to worry abou
influx of new birds into the system–but
ne with anywhat about l
experience of the poultry industry
e birdswill
willknow that n
survive to market–however, just
hat
for
the
the moment, l
background death rate is so small
ect anything
it does not subst
we are interested in. Given these
important
assumptions
to
(and
clearly state your assumptions)
can happen
thereto
are only two
these birds after the fomitegets
carrying
into the
the avian inf
broiler house: they
fected
can(or
become
not),
become
inand, if they
infected, they can recover.

Yes, alright, they could also
n–but
die as
let
the
us result of
assume the number of deaths attributable
so small
to the in
enough to ignore.
ay I
At
can
least
begin
that
implest
with
w thecase.
very s

We use arrows to represent the way
box
in which birds m
(“host state”)
1-2).
to another
Just like
(Fig.
arrow
the boxes,
is labeled.
each
Custom and practice decrees that
tters
we should
to
usually
label the arrows,
there
but,
is no
I repeat,
rule
have
that
to.says we

There are justnges
two possible
of host state
cha
(
S to
I,in
and
I this model
to
R) and so there are two arrows.
S to
I) represents
The first arrow (
“transmission” (and, in models,
fection).
transmission
The
alwa
label,
λ (“lambda”), represents
e at which transmission
the rat
The
occurs.
second Iarrow
to
R) represents
(
a change of state that is n
transmission. We shall call all
label,
such
δ
changes “tra
(“delta”) on the
I to
arrow
R represents
going from
the rate of recovery.
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terms, “transmission” and “transition”
n later on– will be ve
get used to them.
So, where are we?



We have stated that we are interested in the s
influenza amongst birds in a single broiler hou
We have drawn the simplest flow chart we can to
system of interest
labeled
and the
we have
boxes and arrows.

It is worth pointing out that
simply.
it is always
I have
worthwhil
nothing against complicated models
derstand
but if you real
why your model does what it does,
tions
start
only
simply and ad
if you really have to. Beginners
arealways
too
start with
complicated. The temptation ntioned
is to include
in
everyth
the literature. Do not succumb.
els
Good
do not
models are use
have to be comprehensive descriptions
to be useful.
of the system
Make some evidence-based
. Decide what
choices
you
tomight
leavebe able
out and still be able to answer
lways
the question
make
to hand
the model more complicated later
st by
on
then,
if you have to,
you will know exactly
omplications
why the were
c
needed.

S
λ

I
δ

R
Fig. 1-2 A basic flow chart consisting of three host states: susceptible (S), infected
(I) and recovered (R). Hosts in state S can move into state I as the result of
transmission (the rate of transmission is represented by λ). Recovery is represented
by a transition from box I to box R (the arrowed labeled δ).
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The next step is to turn the flow
ipe for
chart
doing
into equatio
this is straightforward.

1.3 Writing the equations

Begin with the flow chart inlow
front
chart
of you.
as far
I like to d
to the left of my pad of paperach
as Iequation
can. That way I can
alongside the box it represents.
istakes
It is
(and
a simple way
everybody makes mistakes). Copy
follow
the flow chart in
along as we write the equations.

Alongside each box, write theu
derivative
can see
and an equ
what I mean by this in Fig. 1-3.

S

dS

dt

λ

I

dI

dt

δ

R

dR

dt

Fig. 1-3 Begin by writing the derivative alongside the corresponding box.

The derivative
dS/dt (pronounced “dee
ee”)S
is
by
the
dee
rate
t
at which
the number of animals
S changes
in
with
boxtime,
dI/dt is
the
the
derivative
rate at which the number
I changes
of animals
with time,
in box
and the
derivative
dR/dt is the rate at which the
R changes
number of animals in b
with time.

Later on, you will understandmodel
why itin
is convenient
terms of “rates of change” but,
e. for now, just go with
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Next, we focus on each box in turn
rrows
and we count the n
going into or out of the
S. There
box. Focus
is just
onone
boxarrow
associated
S and
with
it box
is leaving the box. This means tha
represented by this arrow is causing
ox
S to getthe number of a
smaller. This particular arrow
on)represents
and
trans
infected animals necessarily
S to enter
I. Because
box
leave
there
box is
only one arrow associated
S, we know that
with there
box
is only one ter
to the right of the equals
S.sign
The arrow
in the
is
equation
leavingfor bo
the box so, by convention, that term is a negative te

S

dS
 S
dt

λ

I

dI

dt

δ

R

dR

dt

Fig. 1-4 The right-hand side of the equation for S is constructed by first noting that
there is a single arrow leaving box S. This means that there is only one term to the
right of the equals sign and it must be negative. We supply the term by multiplying
the arrow label (λ) by S, which is the label of the box from which the arrow
originates.

We do the following things. First,
e equation
on the
for
right-han
S, we write the with
sign the
associated
arrow S.
attached
The arrow
to box,
is leaving the box so the sign
Greek
is negative.
letter Next, we
that is used to label the
λ). arrow
Finally,
(in we
this
write
case
down
it is
the label of the box from which
ase
the
S).
it is
arrow
We
originates
end up λwith
multiplied
- S (seeby
Fig. 1-4).

Now let us do the same
I. There
thing
are
for
two
box
arrows associate
withI.
box
That means there will be two
the
terms on the right
equation
I. The
for
first arrow is entering the box (so tha
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positive), the second arrowll
isbe
leaving
negative).
the box (so t
The first
w isarro
labeled,
λ, and originates
S so thein
first
box
λS. term is +
The second arrow
δ, and
is
originates
labeled, in box I so the second t
-δ
I. The equation for I is therefore

dI
  S  I
dt
We do not usually write the leading
tions plus
so far
sign so the
are

dS
 S
dt
dI
 S  I
dt
dR

dt

Take a look at the
S and
equations
I. Do you see
for
that
λS was
the term
negative in the
S and
equation
positive
for
inI?
the
This
equation
is
for
because the transmission
λS cause
events
the number
represented
of birds
by
in state
S to decrease and cause the
I to
number
increase.
of birds in st
Also notice that the transmission
λS (not
λI) even
term is always wr
in the equation
I. This is
for
because the arrow representing t
originates
S. Lots
in of
box
beginners
λI in thewrite
equation
I (rather
for
than
λS) because they forget to ask which
f.
box did the arr

Finally, we complete
R. There
the equation
is only one
for
arrow associat
with Rbox
and so there is only one term on the right-han
equation
R. The
for
arrow is
R entering
(so the term
boxwill be positive).
The arrow
δ and
label
the
is
arrow originates
I so the term
δI. in
is
box
The complete
l set
equations
of
s therefore
modei
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dS
 S
dt
dI
 S  I
dt
dR
 I
dt

These equations are called “differential”
hart and
equati
equations on your pad of paper should look like Fig.

If your model looks like the one
, you
in have
Figure 1.5, cong
just written your first model!

S

dS
 S
dt

λ

I

dI
 S  I
dt

δ

R

dR
 I
dt

Fig. 1-5 A complete SIR model of avian influenza in a broiler house. S = number
of susceptible birds in a single broiler house, I = number of infected birds, R =
number of recovered birds, λ = the force of infection, δ = the recovery rate.

1.4 Using the recipe for other systems

We began this chapter
that weby
model
stating
what
t. We
we
then
can coun
asked whether we were interested
on spreads
in how avian influ
between broilers in a single broiler
be better
house
off or wheth
modeling the way the infection
o another?
spreads from one bro
Suppose we had decided we were more
avian
interested in t
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influenza between broiler houses.
ked like
What would the m
in that case? Fig. 1-6 compares
n broilers
the model
in
for avian i
a single broiler house with the
nfluenza
model for the spre
between broiler houses.
On the face
two
ofmodels
it, thelook identical.
y are not.
Actually,
The
the
model architecture
nd the
is
equation
the same,
tical,
format
a
but
is
the
iden
meanings of the
lletters
the boxes
that
and
te
labe
arrows
different.
are qui

In the model of avian influenza
ingle
in a
broiler
population of b
house
S = number of susceptible birds
I = number
in a single broile
of infected
R = number
birds,
of recovered
λ = the force
birds,
of infection
between individual
δ = thebirds,
recovery
and
rate. In the model of
spread of avian influenza
S = number
between
of
broiler
broiler
houses
houses that contain birds which
influenza,
are
I
not yet infecte
= number of broiler houses in which
s area sufficient n
infected with avian
present
influenza
a threat
e houses,
to
to
R =susceptibl
number of broiler houses that are
wasempty because a
detected and the birds were
λ = slaughtered
the force of and remov
infection between
δ=
broiler
the rate
houses,
at which
and
infected broil
houses were detected and depopulated.
a.

b.

S

dS
  S
dt

λ

I

dS
  S
dt

λ
dI
 S  I
dt

δ

R

S
I

dI
 S  I
dt

δ
dR
 I
dt

R

dR
 I
dt

An
SIR model of how avian influenza infection spreads between broilers
Fig. 1.6 (a)

An SIR model of how avian influenza spreads between
in a single broiler house; (b)
broiler houses.
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That is a long-winded way of describing
ling. As one of the j
you become more familiar with models
lize that
and modeling,
the same model architecture
ften be used for
can
of
a
overy
whole range
different situations. All that
mponents
changes
of is the mean
the model. This makes life very much easier.

1.5 Adding new boxes

Eventually somebody is going ask
It almost
you the “But surel
always refers to some bit of biology
ted from
you
the
have delibe
model (sigh). Models work as well
al of
as
what
they do because
we see in the field can be explained
of one or
in
two
terms of the i
really important processes.
odels
This(thought
is as true of the c
experiments) that veterinarians
ategies
use
as
to
it
plan
is diseas
for the mathematical models that
s. We
are
can
written down i
miss out a lot of interesting
wers
biology
to the
and still fin
questions we are interested in.
“But
So,
surely”
do not be bamboo
question.

On the other hand, the only way
he
to
bit
be of
completely cer
biology in question is as irrelevant
the model as
and
you claim is
see if your plans for controlthey
change
do not,
in any substant
take it out again. If they do he
change,
new bit
be
of
sure to work
biology is so important.

The great thing about flow charts
d new boxes.
is that it is very
We could argue that our modelrds
foris
avian
flawed
influenza in
because we have
account
not taken
that
into
host
thestate
birdsin
are
which
infected but not
ough
yetvirus
shedding
to be
den
we
infectious,
have
an
ignored disease-related deaths
ing(a
with
huge omission i
highly pathogenic
. Alright,
avian influenza)
let
e boxes.
us add two
Onemor
box will stand for the infected-but-not-yet-infe
te. We will
label this
E. The
box
other will represent the accumulated n
birds. We
bel
will
this
D (Fig.
la
box 1-7).

The addition of these two boxes
quations
makes aand
big differen
to our definition
I. The model
of box
now contains two infected hos
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E and
I. Given
E stands
that
for the infected-but-not-yet-i
state,
I must
boxnow represent the birds that are infecte
(not merely “infected”
n the simpler
asmodel).
i
dS
  S
dt

S
λ

dE
 S  E
dt

E
σ

I
δ

R

α

D

dI
 E  I  I
dt

dD
 I
dt

dR
 I
dt

Fig. 1-7 An SEIR model of avian influenza in a broiler house. S = number of
susceptible birds in a single broiler house, E = number of infected-but-not-yetinfectious birds, I = number of infectious birds, R = number of recovered birds, λ =
the force of infection, σ = rate at which infected birds become infectious, δ = the
recovery rate.

You will often see
E described
the hostsas
in“exposed”
box
hosts. A wo
of caution here, clinicians and
tomodelers
mean
use the wo
different things. Clinicians
tuse
thethe
host
word “expose
has found itself in a situation
ed but
where
mayit
orcould have b
may not have been. That ambiguity
When
is
a never present
modeler assigns
E, that
a host
host
to box
is most definitely assum
infected with replicating
s–but thosepathogen
pathogens
yet in
are not
sufficient numbers nor in the
o be
right
considered
organ system for
infectious (this is one of the
clinicians
two different host
sometimes
ent
call
infection”).
a “lat

The set of equations in Fig. 1-7
han
looks
in our
a lot more com
previous model but they were derived
ipe. Look
using exactly
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at the equation
I (the infectious
for
hosts). There are now th
associated
I. That
with means
box
there will be three terms on
hand side of the
I. The
equation
first arrow
for
is entering the box (
term will be positive), the second
the box
and
(so
third arrows
those terms will be negative).
σ (“sigma”),
The first
and
arrow is l
originates
E soin
the
box
first
σE. term
The second
is +
arrow (which
represents deaths due
α (“alpha”),
to disease)
and
isoriginates
labeled,
in
box
I so the second
αI. The
term
third
is - and final
δ, and
arrow is labeled
also originates
I so thein
third
box
δI. The
term
new
isequation
for I is
therefore

dI
 E  I  I
dt
I omitted the leading plus sign…

So, we can add as many boxes tod
the
the
flow
recipe
chart as we ne
for writing the
illequations
almost always
w
work.

1.6 Suggested further reading

The general principles on which
ut in
this
much
chapter is bas
1
2
3
. Scott and
,
Keeling
Smith
and
,
Rohani
more detail in Anderson
and
May
4
.and
Pepina
et White
al. 5provide an accessible introduct
and Vynnycky
to modelling Avian Influenza in particular.

1.7 Summary

(a) All of the models in thised
book
differential
consist of a serie
equations, but, when you create
uations.
your model, never
Always begin with a flow chart.

(b) Flow charts consist of boxes
t host
andstates
arrows. The box
that we can count and the arrows
ow of
represent
hosts
the dire
between host states.

(c) The letters in the box label
many
the
animals
box and also stan
there are in the host state represented
etters that label
by the box. T
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the arrows represent the rate of
oxmovement
to
of anima
another.
(d) Recipe for writing the equations







Alongside each box write the corresponding de
equals sign
Count the number of arrows going
; into and coming
this tells you how many separate
be components the
on the right hand side of the equals sign.
Arrows going into
resented
a box are
by positive
rep
components
arrows coming out of the box are represented
components
For each component, write down the correct plu
write down the Greek letter that labels the re
multiply it by the label of the
t of!
box that the arro
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CHAPTER
2
TRANSITIONS

2.1 Introduction

The models constructed in Chapter
which 1
hosts
described the n
move from one host state to the
when
next.
they
Hosts changed
became infecteded
orhosts
when the
progressed
infect
or recovery.
to death
Any change of host
as not
state
the that
immediate
nfection
w
result
was of i
called
transition.
a Transitions are the subject of this chapt
four of them in the model shownkin
out
Fig.
for2-1. See if y
yourself which
rrows
of the
represent
five a transitions.

In the model shown in Fig. 2-1 we
e infectious
have distinguished
I2 to capture the
s of
characteristic
a disease progression in
states
I1 and
which hosts
I2 are
inat
state
risk of death due to the disease whe
S to
hosts
box
E (at
move
a rate,
from box
in state
I1 are not. In the model,
λ) but this is not a transition
happens
because
S
asthe change of
movesEinto
is the immediate result of infection. Howeve
other changes of host state in
tion
the of
model
a
that do fi
at
a rate,
σ; hostsI1in
move
state
transition:
E move
hosts
to
I1in
state
state
at a rate,
κ; and hosts
I2 either
in state
recover
δ, or die
at a rate,
intoI2state
at a rate,
α. The σ,
rates
κ,δ, and
α all describe aspects of pathogenes
to do
with the rate at
immunology. For example,
σ(
E to
I1) hasthe
rate,
which the infected host becomes
is a infectious
matter of
to other
the pathogen replicating and or
invading
tissues),
appropriate
I2), defines the rate at which an infectiou
and the
κ(
Irate,
1 to
to show serious clinical signs.

